FOOLSCAP GLOBAL STORY GRID – © Shawn Coyne
Killing Eve Season 3
A note from the editors: this was a hard foolscap to create because the storyline shifted its focus on
multiple characters.

GLOBAL GENRE
External Genre: Thriller> Serial Killer / Love > Desire
External Value at Stake: Life - unconsciousness - death - damnation
Internal Genre: Worldview > Education & Morality > Testing
Internal Value at Stake: Meaninglessness - cognitive dissonance - meaning/ selfishness - putting others
need ahead
Obligatory Scenes: An inciting crime indicative of a master villain, speech in praise of the villain,
Hero becomes the victim, Hero at the mercy of the villain, false ending (two endings).
Conventions: MacGuffin, Investigative Red Herrings, Making it Personal, Ticking Clock
Point of View: Third Person Eve/ Villanelle/ Carolyn/ Paul/ Kenny
Objects of Desire: To stop the assassinations (external), to find meaning (internal)
Controlling Idea/Theme:
Thriller: Lives are lost when the hero fails to sacrifice herself for the greater good.
Morality: Evil continues to exist when the Protagonist pursues selfish needs ahead of the needs of
others.
Love: Love has a chance when even self-obsessed assassins can sacrifice themself for their lover
BEGINNING HOOK
Inciting Incident (causal): Eve goes to meet Kenny who says he has found
information about the Twelve. When she arrives, she discovers he is dead.
Thrown or fallen down from the top of his office block
Turning Point Progressive Complication (Revelation): Eve asks Carolyn for help in
finding Kenny’s killer.
Crisis (BC): Does Eve risk partnering with Bitter Pill or does she investigate alone
Climax: She investigates with Bitter Pill
Resolution: They find the clue that will lead them to Dasha
MIDDLE BUILD
Inciting Incident (causal): Niko is killed by Dasha who wants to cause a rift
between Eve & Villanelle. Villanelle kills her mother
Turning Point Progressive Complication (Character Action): Niko doesn’t want
anything to do with Eve and Eve finds a clue when she meets Villanelle
Crisis (IG): Does Eve try to repair her relationship with Niko or pursue Villanelle?
Climax: Eve continues to pursue Villanelle
Resolution: Eve finds Dasha injured who confesses to Niko’s attempted murder.
Eve takes revenge
END PAYOFF
Inciting Incident (causal): Carolyn discovers that Konstantin was at the scene of
Kenny’s death
Turning Point Progressive Complication (Revelation): Mo is killed after telling
Carolyn that he’s discovered the link between Paul and the Twelve
Crisis: Will Carolyn kill Constantine or Paul?
Climax: She kills Paul
Resolution: Villanelle and Eve agree their relationship is toxic and try to leave
each other on the bridge but they can’t, they turn back to face each other.
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Killing Eve Season 3, analyzed by Parul Bavishi, Randall Surles, Melanie Naumann for the Story Grid Showrunners Podcast

